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Researchers at the TechnionIsraelInstituteof

Technology

for years expertski the miniaturization Qf satellites planto

to attend.

quenciesfrom Earth and calcu-

"This is the firsttime in the
world
that
scientists will
attemptsendingthree satellites
in
controlled formatogether

late the location of the transmission

whose partswill be put together by students of the Technion

Each
facility.
Receiving
sig- faculty.

nals in space from Earth with
the helpof number
of nano-

tion/'Gurfil said. "Until

satellitewill be

constructed out

of six cubes,
each of them
10 centimeters
cubed. Thus the whole structure will be 10
20
30 cm. in

now,
satellites flyingin
fixed
possible arrangement is new concept
because
of their size and
that has never been performed size. Measuring equipment,
satellitesweighingup to six
weight and the problemsof anywhere.If the experiment antennas, computer and coneach, the firsttime
satellites succeeds, said Gurfil, such
trol systems and navigating
kilograms
dispatching
multiple
scientistswill attemptthis feat. in
uniform formation and
satellitescould be appliedto
equipment will be attached.
The project,
headed by Prof. their remainingin space for
The programs and algorithms
locatingmissing persons or
Pirii.Gurfilof the aeronautics
individuals in distress.
that manage
the fightwere
longtime."
and' space engineering
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The project
faculty, The communications
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lite construction
will be
to hold
ing that it is possible
space research. The nano-satelnext Monday at the Science
launched in
.5102
The Techin formation for
liteswillbe sent off as an additinysatellites
and
tional shipmenton
rocket to
Technology Ministry's nion in Haifa has had much
year as theypass 600 kilomeInternational
Ramon
in buildingsatellites ters above the Earth. Each of
Ilan
success
be sent via Europe,Russia or
Memorial SpaceConference at
.thatare smaller than
the satellites
will be builtwith
India, the Haifa institute said.
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into space
build and dispatch
fixed formation of three nano-

this has
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of space
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Representatives
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researchers
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space
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from around the world
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and

not
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thus

more

efficient movement

cheaperthan devices built
the US and Europe.

The nano-satellites
will tryto
at
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fre

system that will

Gurfil received

5.1
million

for long euro grant from the European
helpkeepit togetlier
Union
few months
periodin space.
ago to
He and
They will be built according carry out the project.
to the standard CubeSat model
his team
of interdisciplina
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already
to

overcome

from
problems resulting
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prevent the

satellites
from
or

too
getting

nano-

close

too far from each other.The

be able to

partsmust
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when

and

even

something goes wrong
to fix their relative posi-

tion with
so

commu-

function

and

they

space.
"If we

remain

succeed

that such

of fuel

minimum

can

longerin
in

proving

formation is
flying

itwill boost
possible,

the devel-

opment of very small satellites
and

connected
technologies

to

of electronic

miniaturization

components, efficientprocess-

ing and

in

movement

space,"

said Gurfil. "It would advance
of other civilianapplivariety
cations as well."

Another targetis to provide
practical
trainingfor space

engineers,and

students

for

and
bachelor's
advanced
in
degrees will participate

examiningareas connected to
project.
Trainingand practical experienceare vital for
developingIsrael'sfuture in
the

the field,.
Gurfil said.
In July
Technion
,8991
nautical and
and

students

aero-

space engineers
the
dispatched

Gurwin-TechSAT-2

satellite,

of the smallest of its type
in the world. It succeeded in
one

stayingin space

and

carrying

out allitsmissions for 21 years.

Built as
54

cube, with each side

long,it weighed only
84 kg.,significantly
reducing
itspower consumption
cm.

